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Why OWIs Are Actually UX Designers



What is UX?
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UX or user experience design is  a
field devoted to ensuring design
processes produce outcomes
that balance technology,
business, and design. The focus
is ensuring users are at the center
of the process.



What is OWI?
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OWI or online writing instruction
is a field devoted to ensuring online
teaching balances learning 
outcomes, organizational outcomes,
technology, and design. The focus
is ensuring learners are at the 
center of the process.



What do UXers do?
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The UX Process

- Preliminary research

- Prototyping

- Usability testing

- Maintenance



What do OWIers do?
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The Course Planning                                                                                  
Process

- Define course goals

- Design course + tech

- Run course

- Revise and repeat



What do UXers actually do?
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The UX Process

- Preliminary research

- Prototyping

- Usability testing

- Maintenance



What do OWIers actually do?
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The Course Planning                                                                                  
Process

- Define course goals

- Design course + tech

- Run course

- Revise and repeat



What can UXers do?
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UX Methods
- Service blueprint
- Consumer journey map
- Personas
- Ecosystem map
- Competitive audit
- Usability testing
- Prototyping
- Card sorting
- Etc. https://bit.ly/3jQkMzF 

https://bit.ly/3jQkMzF


What can OWIers do?
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Define course goals by surveying students to create personas

1. Create a quick survey in something like Google forms
2. Ask questions about major, location, experience with technologies in 

the course, and concerns about using technology
3. Deploy survey before class starts
4. Use results to build personas



What can OWIers do?
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Example Persona

Key elements:

Key demographics

Goals and challenges

How you can help them



What can OWIers do?
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Design course + tech by creating a simple prototype to test

1. Create a single workflow for students, based on a few tasks
2. Deploy using learning technologies you’ll be using, or use a free 

prototyping tool like https://www.invisionapp.com/
3. Now you’re ready to test your prototype course workflow

https://www.invisionapp.com/


What can OWIers do?
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Example Course Prototype

Key elements:

First homework

Making first post

First task for major assignment (module)

http://www.guiseppegetto.com/engl3880sl/ 

http://www.guiseppegetto.com/engl3880sl/


What can OWIers do?
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Run course by doing quasi-testing with personas or real usability 
testing with live students

1. Navigate through the prototype as a student persona (quasi-testing)
2. Or recruit actual students to do brief explorations of the prototype and 

give you feedback
3. Or do formal usability testing with 3-5 students where you ask them to 

do a series of tasks and have them narrate their thought process



What can OWIers do?
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Example Usability Testing Workflow

Key elements:

Test objectives

Participants

Test tasks

https://www.userfocus.co.uk/articles/usability_test_plan_dash
board.html 

https://www.userfocus.co.uk/articles/usability_test_plan_dashboard.html
https://www.userfocus.co.uk/articles/usability_test_plan_dashboard.html


What can OWIers do?
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Revise and repeat by design, test, refine

1. Keep your prototypes somewhere
2. Use them to refine your pedagogy whenever you need to
3. Try out new things and send prototypes to students who have taken 

your course and ask for their feedback



What can OWIers do?
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Example Course Prototype

Key elements:

New crazy assignment

Steps in new crazy assignment

Past students attempt steps and give me 
feedback
http://www.guiseppegetto.com/engl3880sl/ 

http://www.guiseppegetto.com/engl3880sl/


UX + OWI = Just makes sense
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  +



UX + OWI = Just makes sense
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UX brings to the table:

- Methods of assessing usability

- A workflow for prototyping

- Ways to engage users in design
processes



UX + OWI = Just makes sense
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OWI brings to the table:

- Methods of assessing learning

- A workflow for building effective
courses

- Ways to engage learners in 
educational experiences



Going forward
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OWIers can:

- Use UX methods to improve
their course design process

- Teach UX methods in courses

- Do research on effective OWI
using UX methods


